
Never Gave Up Ray 

 1 bar click 

Intro: Fm - Ab - | Db - - - | Fm - Ab - | Db - - - | Piano only 

Verse 1: 
Fm                           Ab - | Db - - - | 
Sometimes it’s not easy 
Fm                 Ab      Db - - - | 
Taking every step in faith 
Fm                         Ab     Db 
Sometimes I grow weary of this road 
Fm                  Ab     Db - - - | 
Looking for a wider way 

 

Pre-Chorus 1: 
                             Db       Ebsus - Eb - | 
But I’m not giving up on You 
           Fm                      Eb 
Or the narrow road You called me to 
                        Db       Ebsus - Eb - | 
I would give it all for this 
             Fm                            Eb 
For the God who keeps His promises 

Add electric 

Chorus: 
        Ab                       Cm                               Ab   
That one day // You’ll see me coming from a long way 
         Cm                                 Db 
And you’ll come running and I’ll say 
Ab/C                                  Db           Eb          
You never gave up on me, too // Oh, you never gave up on me 

 

Turn: Fm - Ab - | Db - - - | Fm - Ab - | Db - - - | Add bass, drums on ride 

Verse 2: 
Fm                     Ab - | Db - - - | 
More than just a motive 
Fm                     Ab       Db 
More than just a lesson learned 
         Fm               Ab       Db 
This passion is an all-consuming fire 
      Fm                  Ab      Db - - - | 
And I am just the fuel it burns 

Drums add groove 

Pre-Chorus 2: 
                             Db     Ebsus - Eb - | 
So I’m not giving up on You 
            Fm                     Eb 
I could not go back if I wanted to 
                         Db       Ebsus - Eb - | 
I have staked it all on this 
             Fm                            Eb 
On the God who keeps His promises 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Crescendo to Chorus 2 



Chorus 2: 
Ab                       Cm                               Ab   
That one day // You’ll see me coming from a long way 
         Cm                                 Db 
And you’ll come running and I’ll say 
Ab/C                                  Db           Eb          
You never gave up on me, too // Oh, you never gave up on me  
Ab                     Cm                                      Ab 
One day // With arms wide open you’ll embrace me 
       Cm                            Db 
My heart was hoping for this day 
       Ab/C                            Db - - - | Eb - - - | 
When I was far away from You 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bridge: 
                  Db                                   
When the night was long, when my strength was gone 
               Fm                                 Ebsus 
You were by my side, You would guide me home 
              Db 
When a pale moon rose on my staggered steps 
                    Fm                         Ebsus 
You’re the beating heart pulsing in my chest 
                     Db        
And when morning breaks on my resting place 
            Fm                       Ebsus 
I will know it then when I see Your face 
            Db              
Oh that every promise, every promise 
Fm                         Ebsus  
Every promise was true 

Piano only 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Band enters, slow build to chorus 

Chorus: 
Ab                       Cm                               Ab   
That one day // You’ll see me coming from a long way 
         Cm                                 Db 
And you’ll come running and I’ll say 
Ab/C                                  Db           Eb          
You never gave up on me, too // Oh, you never gave up on me  
Ab                     Cm                                      Ab 
One day // With arms wide open you’ll embrace me 
       Cm                            Db 
My heart was hoping for this day 
       Ab/C                            Db             Eb                                    
When I was far away from You // Oh, You never gave up on me, too 

Big driving eighths groove 

Outro: Ab - - - | Cm - - - | Ab - - - | Cm - - - | Db Keep it up, all the way to end 
 




